AIC GOLF BY LAWS 2015

Clause 1: COMPETITION

The AIC Golf Championships is known to be an invitational competition and shall be referred to as the Balharry Shield.

Clause 2: COURSE SELECTION AND HOST COLLEGE

The host college for the championships will be the college who is that year’s AIC host college as rotated in the AIC General By Laws. The course and venue will be selected by the host college.

Clause 3: AGGREGATE POINTS

The competition will be decided by the aggregate total of the best four (4) nett scores per team. The lowest team aggregate will be declared the winner and will be awarded the Balharry Shield. In the event of a tie, the fifth players’ scores will be counted. If a tie still exists, those schools will share the Shield.

Clause 4: FORMAT OF COMPETITION

a) This competition adheres to the rules as laid down by the Royal and Ancient.

b) Within the championships, the following levels of competition will be played for:

   i. Team Net Champion (Balharry Shield)
   ii. Team Gross Champion
   iii. Individual Net Champion (AIC Golf Champion)
   iv. Primary Net Champion
   v. Primary Gross Champion

Clause 5: TEAM SELECTIONS AND HANDICAPS

a) Secondary School Players
   Participating schools will be asked to nominate a maximum of five (5) students who must be in Years 7-12. Nominated players must have a current AGU Handicap to be eligible to be included in the Teams Net Championship (Balharry Shield) and the Individual Net Championship.

b) Primary School Players
   Participating schools will be asked to nominate a maximum of three (3) students who must be in Years 5-6. Nominated players must have a current AGU Handicap to be eligible to win the Primary Net Championship.

Clause 6: OFFICIALS

A referee will be appointed and will be in attendance during the championships.
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